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Analysis
Except for the Inner City Bypass, the SH1 and  ▫
arterial traffic currently mixes with the local street 
system on the local street grid.
The current overlay of arterial onto the street grid  ▫
allows for a high level of connectivity between the 
two networks.
Between the Basin Reserve and Willis Street the  ▫
east/west SH1 traffic crosses a system of north/ 
south ‘major’ and ‘minor’ streets.
Of the north/south ‘major’ streets, Taranaki Street  ▫
remains the most local traffic loaded, particularly 
from Buckle northwards.

Opportunities
Retain and reinforce a level of adherence to the  ▫
street grid for the set out of both local and SH1 
movements.
Retain a level of connectivity, both physically  ▫
and visually, between the two networks where 
possible.
Respect and reinforce the visual and functional  ▫
continuity of the north/south ‘major’ and ‘minor’ 
streets.
Respect and reinforce the visual and functional  ▫
continuity of the high load local streets such 
as Taranaki Street, Adelaide Road, Kent and 
Cambridge Terraces.
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Analysis
There are a number of established pedestrian  ▫
flows across the Basin Reserve and Memorial 
Park precinct. 
The highest pedestrian flows occur in the north/  ▫
south direction across the east/west arterial traffic 
flow. There are several areas of conflict as the 
two networks cross.
The bus network routes cross the Basin Reserve  ▫
and Memorial Park precinct in the north/south 
direction, in parallel with the major pedestrian 
flows.
Dedicated or shared (with pedestrian) cycle paths  ▫
across the Basin Reserve and Memorial Park 
precinct are relatively scarce and discontinuous.

Opportunities
Retain and repair pedestrian linkages across  ▫
arterial routes where possible to accommodate 
the predominant north/south movements.
Improve the critical junctions where conflict  ▫
between pedestrian and arterial vehicle traffic 
occurs.
Recognise public transport and pedestrian  ▫
connectivity as high priority determinants in 
the resolution of arterial/local traffic separation 
options.
Improve connectivity for cyclists east/west and  ▫
north/ south in the development of formal or 
informal routes in combination with pedestrian 
and public transport network.
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9.5 Connectivity

CONNECTIVITY
Principles 

Improve connectivity within the study area and to the  ▫
surrounding city.
Maximise multimodal transport options including high  ▫
quality and high amenity public transport, pedestrian 
and cycle links.
Reinforce and repair visual connections. ▫
Strengthen the processional route through the city. ▫

Criteria
Facilitates multimodal connections north/south,  ▫
east/west and between the Basin and neighboring 
properties - particularly public, community places.
Optimises visual connections to key sites. north/ ▫
south, east/west and between the Basin and 
neighboring properties.
Creates high quality drop-off transit zones. ▫
Creates spaces and connections for processional  ▫
movement.

Opportunities
The Basin is in a pivotal position to enhance both  ▫
physical and visual open space connections across 
the city.
Enhance the pedestrian boulevard potential of Kent  ▫
/ Cambridge and Adelaide Rd - and their continuity 
and connections through the Basin/Memorial Park 
precinct.
Manage and celebrate the key destination clusters. ▫
Improve the key conflict points, improving connectivity  ▫
for both pedestrian and vehicular movement.
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Analysis
There are a number of ceremonial/processional  ▫
linkages which transverse the entire City.
There are separate networks across the city  ▫
for ceremonial and transportation linkages. 
Although there are many overlaps, there are also 
differences in the hierarchy within each network   
The Basin Reserve and the Memorial Park 
precincts play critical roles in both networks.

Opportunities
To better interrelate and overlay the processional  ▫
and experiential links with transportation arterials 
and city movements.
For the transportation arterial to interrelate  ▫
and engage with the cultural and processional 
linkages.
Strengthen views, alignments, physical  ▫
connections and axial relationships between 
transportation arterials and cultural institutions 
such as Government House and the National 
War Memorial. 

Figure 31   Map is not based on published Research
Figure 32   Map taken from

Central City Framework by Remy Leblanc, WCC
Physical Context Analysis Working Paper 2009
Original map produced by WCC UD TeamN
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